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Abstract 

The extent to which various measures of ambulatory respiratory sinus 

arrhythmia (RSA) capture the same information across conditions in different 

subjects remains unclear. In this study the root mean square of successive 

differences (RMSSD), peak valley RSA (pvRSA) and high frequency power (HF 

power) were assessed during ambulatory recording in 84 subjects of which 64 

were retested after about 3 years. We used covariance structure modeling to test 

the equality of the correlations among 3 RSA measures over 2 test days and 3 

conditions (daytime sitting or walking, nighttime sleep) and in groups with low, 

medium and high mean heart rate (HR), or low, medium and high mean 

respiration rate (RR). Results showed that ambulatory RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF 

power are highly correlated and that their correlation is stable across time, 

ambulatory conditions, and a wide range of resting HR and RR values. RMSSD 

appears to be the most cost-efficient measure of RSA.  
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Introduction 

Measures of heart rate variability (HRV) provide a window on the 

modulation of heart rate by the autonomic nervous system, and have broad 

applications in both human and animal physiology (Berntson et al., 1997; Task 

Force of the European Society of Cardiology the North American Society of 

Pacing, 1996). Within-subject studies show that HRV is responsive to changes in 

psychological state, particularly mental load and emotional stress (Allen & 

Crowell, 1989; Kamphuis & Frowein, 1985; Langewitz & Ruddel, 1989; Mulder, 

1992; Sakakibara et al., 1994), and to changes in posture and physical activity 

(Hatfield et al., 1998; Houtveen et al., 2002; Houtveen et al., 2005; Tulppo et 

al., 1996). Between-subjects studies further show that lower levels of HRV 

independently predict cardiac disease and cardiac mortality (Bigger, Jr. et al., 

1993; Dekker et al., 1997; Dekker et al., 2000; Hayano et al., 1991; Lombardi et 

al., 1987; Nolan et al., 1998; Saul et al., 1988; Singer et al., 1988; Singh et al., 

1998; Tsuji et al., 1996). 

Most research has focused on HRV in the respiratory frequency range, also 

known as respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA). RSA is the difference in heart period 

during the inspiratory and expiratory phases of the respiratory cycle. RSA shows 

virtually no sensitivity to sympathetic nervous system activity but is affected in a 

dose-response way by muscarinergic blockers in humans (Martinmaki et al., 2006) 

or vagal cooling in animals (Katona & Jih, 1975). This has led to the use of tonic 

RSA levels as a proxy for individual differences in vagal cardiac control (Berntson 

et al., 1997; Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology the North 

American Society of Pacing, 1996), although not without controversy because of 

potential confounding by individual differences in sensitivity of chemoreceptor 

and baroreceptor reflexes (Berntson et al., 1997; Houtveen et al., 2002) and by 

individual differences in respiratory behavior (Grossman et al., 2004; Grossman & 

Kollai, 1993; Ritz & Dahme, 2006). 

RSA can be derived from the interbeat interval (IBI) time series in the time 

domain by taking the root mean square of differences between successive 

interbeat intervals (RMSSD; Penttila et al., 2001) or, in the frequency domain by 

Fourier- (Akselrod et al., 1981; Akselrod et al., 1985) or Wavelet-analysis (Pichot 

et al., 1999; Wiklund et al., 1997). RSA can also be derived by peak-valley 

estimation (pvRSA; Katona & Jih, 1975) using the time series of IBIs in 

combination with the respiration signal. 
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An important feature of these time and frequency domain RSA measures is 

that they can be reliably measured under naturalistic conditions with the use of 

ambulatory monitoring (de Geus et al., 1995; Houtveen et al., 2005; Wilhelm et 

al., 2003). In stress research, ambulatory recording is a huge advantage. 

Different between-subject and within-subject mechanisms may determine 

cardiovascular reactivity to artificial laboratory stressors than to realistic 

stressors, encountered repeatedly at home or in the work setting. Generalization 

of individual differences in cardiovascular stress reactivity from standardized 

laboratory situations to actual real life situations has indeed been shown to be 

moderate at best (Gerin et al., 1994; Kamarck et al., 2003; van Doornen et al., 

1994).  

With regard to potential negative health consequences of stress, 

ambulatory monitoring may be expected to have higher predictive validity for 

long-term health outcomes than laboratory measurements. This has already been 

shown to be the case for blood pressure, where ambulatory levels are better 

predictors for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality than laboratory or office 

measurements (Pickering & Devereux, 1987; Verdecchia et al., 1994; Verdecchia 

et al., 1998; Verdecchia et al., 2001). It is reasonable to assume that prolonged 

recording of RSA in naturalistic settings will also have added predictive power 

over short-term recordings. This assumption, however, remains to be tested 

empirically.  

Testing this assumption will require large-scale ambulatory recording in 

many thousands of subjects and a rational choice between the various RSA 

measures is direly needed. Unfortunately, the extent to which these measures 

capture the same information across different ambulatory conditions and 

different subjects remains unclear. Although time and frequency domain 

measures are highly correlated under standardized recordings, with r’s > .80 

(Bigger, Jr. et al., 1992b; Byrne & Porges, 1993; Grossman et al., 1990; Hayano 

et al., 1991; Houtveen & Molenaar, 2001; Penttila et al., 2001), we may expect 

them to diverge more strongly under ambulatory recording conditions. In 

ambulatory recordings, higher ecological validity is balanced by a lack of 

experimental control over important confounders of RSA. In comparison to 

laboratory recording, ambulatory settings are characterized by frequent changes 

in activity and posture, frequent speech, circadian rhythms, temperature 

variations, and a larger variance in emotional state and mental load. The 
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differential sensitivity of the various RSA measures to these within-subject 

factors is currently unknown.  

Previous studies have shown that the sharpest changes in RSA levels arise 

when going from awake to sleep recording and that RSA in awake recordings is 

most sensitive to changes in physical activity and posture (Feldman & 

Weidenfeld, 2002; Grossman et al., 2004; Kupper et al., 2004). One design to 

examine the potential differential sensitivity of various RSA measures to these 

within-subject factors is to compare the structure of the correlations between 

ambulatory RSA measures across daytime and nighttime recordings, and, during 

the daytime part of the recording, across sitting activities and activities involving 

upright physical activity.  

Even within these restricted ambulatory conditions, between-subject 

variance in the mean and range of respiration rate (RR) and heart rate may still 

be larger than in laboratory testing. This is problematic because individual 

differences in RR and heart rate both influence RSA measures and such influence 

may be independent of cardiac vagal control (Berntson et al., 2005; Grossman et 

al., 1991; Grossman & Kollai, 1993). The differential sensitivity of the various 

RSA measures to these between-subject confounders is currently unknown. It can 

be addressed by comparing the correlation structure of ambulatory RSA measures 

across groups of subjects selected to have low, medium and high mean heart rate 

during the ambulatory test day, or across groups with low, medium and high 

mean RR.  

In the present study, we test the correlation between RMSSD, pvRSA, and a 

frequency domain (HF power) measure of RSA in an ambulatory setting. First, 

reliability will be assessed for each of the measures by looking at short-term 

within-day test-retest correlations and correlations between genetically identical 

twins. Next, temporal stability will be assessed across an average period of three 

years. Finally, we will use covariance structure modeling to test the equality of 

the correlations across major changes in ambulatory activity (sleep vs. awake 

sitting vs. awake standing/walking) and across groups of subjects with low, 

medium and high mean IBI or low, medium and high mean RR. Based on previous 

laboratory findings and a previous small-scaled ambulatory study (Vrijkotte et 

al., 2001) we expect that RMSSD, pvRSA and HF power will show high correlations 

over time, across ambulatory activity, and across a wide range of mean IBI and 

RR. 
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Methods 

Participants 

Participants were all registered in the Netherlands Twin Register (NTR). 

They came from families that participated in a linkage study searching for genes 

influencing personality and cardiovascular disease risk, which is described 

elsewhere (Boomsma et al., 2000). Out of the 1332 twins and siblings who 

returned a DNA sample (buccal swabs) for the linkage study, 816 also 

participated in cardiovascular ambulatory monitoring. Reasons for exclusion were 

pregnancy, heart transplantation, pacemaker and known ischemic heart disease, 

congestive heart failure, or diabetic neuropathy. Of these subjects a total of 65 

(20 male, 45 female) subjects were tested twice separated by a minimum of 2 

years and 1 month and a maximum of 4 years and 8 months (mean 3 years and 4 

months). RSA measures could not be reliably obtained in one subject. Age at the 

first day of testing in the remaining 64 subjects ranged between 18 and 62 years 

(mean = 30.9, SD = 9.7). In addition, 20 randomly selected identical MZ twin pairs 

(18 male, 22 female) with zygosity confirmed by DNA typing, were also included. 

Average age of the twins was 27 with a range of 18 to 32. These twins were only 

tested once. The Ethics Committee of the Vrije Universiteit approved the study 

protocol and all subjects gave written consent before entering the study. No 

payment was made for participation, but all subjects received an annotated 

review of their ambulatory heart rate recordings. 

 

Ambulatory recording 

Subjects were invited to participate in the study by letter and all subjects 

were subsequently phoned by the researchers, who provided additional 

information on the study, and made an appointment with the subjects for 24-hr 

ambulatory monitoring. The first ambulatory measurement took place during a 

representative workday (or a day with representative housekeeping chores for 

those who were not employed). The second ambulatory measurement day took 

place during a comparable (work) day for most of the subjects, but 17 subjects 

would only participate if the repeated measurement was scheduled on a leisure 

day. On the day preceding monitoring and on the monitoring day itself subjects 

were asked to refrain from leisure time exercise or heavy physical work. Subjects 

were visited at home between 7:00 –10:00 a.m. and were fitted with the Vrije 

Universiteit Ambulatory Monitoring System (VU-AMS46; de Geus et al., 1995; 

Riese et al., 2003; Willemsen et al., 1996). The VU-AMS produced an audible 
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alarm approximately every 30 min (10 min randomized) to prompt the subject to 

fill out an activity diary. Subjects were instructed to write down their physical 

activity and bodily postures during the last 30-min period in chronological order. 

Diary prompting was disabled during sleep. 

The ECG and changes in the thorax impedance (dZ) were recorded 

continuously using six disposable, pregelled Ag/AgCl electrodes. The first ECG/dZ 

electrode was placed on the sternum over the first rib between the two 

collarbones. The second ECG electrode was placed at the apex of the heart over 

the ninth rib on the left lateral margin of the chest approximately 3 cm under 

the left nipple. The third ECG electrode is a ground electrode and was placed at 

the lower right abdomen. A second dZ measuring electrode was placed over the 

tip of the xiphoid complex of the sternum. The dZ current electrodes were 

placed on the back over cervical vertebra C4 and between thorax vertebras T8-

T9. Electrode resistance was kept low (below 10 kΩ) by cleaning the skin with 

alcohol and rubbing.  

  

Ambulatory signal scoring 

Using the activity diary entries in combination with a visual display of the 

output of an inbuilt vertical accelerometer, the entire 24-hr recording was 

divided into fixed periods. These periods were coded for posture (supine, sitting, 

standing, walking, bicycling), type of ongoing activity (e.g. deskwork, dinner, 

meetings, watching TV), and physical activity level (no, light, medium or heavy 

physical activity). Minimum duration of periods was always 5 min and maximum 

duration was always 1 hr. If periods with similar activity and posture lasted more 

than 1 hr (e.g., during sleep), they were divided into multiple periods of 

maximally 1 hr. All periods were classified as lying asleep, sitting or 

standing/walking based on the dominant posture reported; the exact timing of 

changes in posture was verified using the accelerometer signal from the 

ambulatory device. We then looked at the self-reported activity and physical 

load to determine whether this period could be classified as sitting with light 

physical activity (desk work, watching TV, writing, eating, reading, etc) or sitting 

interspersed with intermediate physical activity (machine operation). The 

periods interspersed with intermediate activity were discarded. For 

standing/walking periods we selected only those periods in which the subjects 

reported no more than light physical load. For each period coded for posture, 

activity, and physical load we determined the average RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF 
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power. An average of 25 periods was created per subject. The mean duration of 

the sleep periods was 56 min (SD = 11), of the sitting activities 26 min (SD =14) 

and of the standing/walking condition 19 min (SD = 12). This procedure allowed 

us to test the sensitivity of the correlation structure of the three RSA measures 

to major changes in posture and activity. 

From the ECG and the dZ we obtained the IBI time series and respiration 

signal according to the procedures detailed elsewhere (de Geus et al., 1995). 

Artifact pre-processing was performed on the inter-beat-interval (IBI) data. When 

the IBI deviated more than 3 SD from the moving mean of a particular period it 

was automatically identified as an artifact and accepted or overruled by visual 

inspection. Since artifacts cannot simply be deleted because the continuity of 

time would be lost, spuriously short IBIs were summed and missing beats were 

'created' by splitting spuriously long IBIs. The mean IBI and RMSSD values were 

computed from these corrected IBI time series across each of the labeled 

periods. RMSSD was defined as: 

 

( )∑ −−=
2

1

1
ii IBIIBI

n
RMSSD

 
 

Per breath, estimates of pvRSA were obtained by subtracting the shortest 

IBI during heart rate acceleration in the inspirational phase (which was made to 

include 750 ms from the following expiration to account for phase shifts) from 

the longest IBI during deceleration in the expirational phase (including 750 ms 

from the following expiratory pause/inspirational phase). When no phase-related 

acceleration or deceleration was found, the breath was assigned a pvRSA score of 

zero. Automatic scoring of RR and pvRSA was checked by visual inspection of the 

respiratory signal from the entire recording. Breathing cycles that showed 

irregularities like gasps, breath holding, coughing etc., were not considered valid 

and were rejected and removed from further processing. The three percent 

shortest and longest breaths were automatically removed from the entire 

recording before averaging pvRSA across all remaining breaths to a single mean 

pvRSA for each of the labeled periods. We discarded 17.3% of all automatically 

scored breaths. A total of 10.3% of these breaths occurred in periods in which we 

could not reliably establish posture and activity or in which signal quality was 

deemed insufficient during visual inspection. A further 7% were non-plausible 
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long or short breaths, deviated more than 3 SD from the mean or had close to 

zero amplitude. 

Computation of HF power by Fourier analysis, a widely used strategy to 

asses RSA, assumes that the data show at least weak stationarity (Weber et al., 

1992). Stationarity of time series may be interpreted as having a stable mean and 

variance over time. In ambulatory studies and/or for analysis of relatively long 

data segments, the assumption of stationarity is likely to be violated. Therefore, 

we improve on the usual Fourier approach by using a Wavelet decomposition for 

the computation of HF power which does not have a stationarity assumption 

(Houtveen & Molenaar, 2001). Additionally, by using Wavelet transformation 

much longer ambulatory fragments can be selected for cross-method comparison. 

Uniformly spaced samples were created by interpolation of the IBI data using a 

Wavelet interpolation algorithm. Next, Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) 

was performed using a cardinal cubic spline function as base (see Houtveen & 

Molenaar (2001) for more information regarding this procedure). This method 

results in identical power values for stationary relatively short coded periods 

(e.g. 7 min of quiet reading) as compared to Fourier transformation, but it is 

superior for our relatively longer and non-stationary coded periods (e.g. first 

hour of sleep). The HF power was computed as the sum of the variances of the 

.125 - .25 Hz and .25 - .5 Hz windows. Note that the size of a frequency window 

always doubles after each Wavelet decomposition step. Since the DWT (like 

Fourier) suffers from aliasing effects at both ends, the first and last 40 data 

points (2.5 s) of the time series were excluded from the derivation of the 

variances. 

 

Statistical analyses 

Reliability, heritability, and temporal stability 

To test the reliability of RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power, the short-term 

within-day test-retest correlations, and the correlations between genetically 

identical twins were assessed. The within-day correlations were computed 

between the second and the third hour of sleep, and also between two periods of 

comparable sitting activities during daytime recordings (e.g. reading a magazine 

or newspaper or watching TV). 

The MZ correlations and temporal stabilities were separately computed for 

three main ambulatory conditions (sleep, awake sitting activities, awake 

standing/walking). When the MZ correlation is not unity this means that 
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environmental influences are creating dissimilarity between genetically identical 

subjects. Measurement error is completely contained within these environmental 

influences. Hence, the MZ correlation sets an upper limit to measurement error 

corresponding to [1-rMZ]2. Temporal stability was computed as the intraclass 

correlation between the first measurement and the second measurement that 

took place after an average period of 3 years and 4 months. 

 

Correlations between RMSSD, pvRSA and HF power 

We used covariance structure modeling (Bollen, 1989) to test four 

hypotheses regarding the equality of the correlations among the three measures 

(RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power). All modeling was performed in Mplus, version 4 

(Muthén & Muthén, 2005). LISREL 8.53 (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 2001) was used to 

calculate the standardized residuals. 

The first hypothesis states that the correlation structure remains stable 

over time, i.e. across the two test days. To test this hypothesis we first 

estimated the full correlation matrix between RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power in all 

ambulatory conditions on Test Day 1 and Test Day 2. This model, in which all 

relations between the measures are estimated freely, is saturated in the sense 

that the number of estimated parameters equals the number of observed 

statistics. The saturated model therefore fits the data perfectly, that is, had 

zero degrees of freedom, and a Χ2 of exactly zero. Subsequently, the correlations 

between the three measures (RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power) collected during 

sleeping, sitting and standing/walking on Day 1 were constrained to be equal to 

the symmetric correlations collected on Day 2. In addition, the cross-measure 

cross-test day correlations were fixed to be equal (that is, the correlations of the 

measures collected on Test Day 1 with those collected on Test Day 2 were fixed 

to be equal to the correlations of the measures collected on Test Day 2 with 

those collected on Test Day 1). Figure 1 illustrates this testing procedure.  

Under the saturated baseline model, illustrated in the upper panel of 

Figure 1, all 153 correlations are estimated freely, as is denoted by all 

correlations having different indices (i.e., all correlations between measures 

collected on Test Day 1 have index A, all correlations between measures 

collected on Test Day 2 have index B, all test-retest correlations have index X, 

and the cross-measure cross-test day correlations have either index C or D). 

Under the alternative, more restricted, model illustrated in the lower panel 

Figure 1, the 36 correlations between the measures collected on Test Day 1 are 
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constrained to be equal to the 36 correlations between the measures collected 

on Test Day 2. In the lower panel of Figure 1, these correlations all have index A, 

while correlations with the same numerical extension are actually constrained to 

be equal (i.e., correlation A1 on Test Day 1 is set equal to correlation A1 on Test 

Day 2, etcetera). In addition, the cross-measure cross-test day correlations are 

set to be equal. Therefore, in the lower panel of Figure 1, the 36 correlations of 

the measures collected on Test Day 1 with the measures collected on Test Day 2, 

have the same index C as the 36 correlations of the measures collected on Test 

Day 2 with the measures collected on Test Day 1. Again, correlations with the 

same numerical extension are fixed to be equal. All in all, this resulted in an 

alternative model with 72 constraints, and thus 72 degrees of freedom. 

The second hypothesis states that the correlation structure is stable over the 

three main ambulatory conditions (sleep, awake sitting, awake walking). Here, 

ambulatory data were available for 84 subjects; the 64 subjects that were tested 

twice and an additional 20 subjects obtained by randomly selecting one of the 

twins from the 20 MZ twins pairs that were used to compute the MZ twin 

correlations. The testing procedure with respect to the effect of ambulatory 

condition is illustrated in Figure 2. Under the saturated baseline model, 

illustrated in the upper panel of Figure 2, all 36 correlations are estimated 

freely, as is denoted by all correlations having different indices. More 

specifically, all correlations between measures collected in the same ambulatory 

condition have either index A (sleeping), B (sitting) or C (standing/walking). All 

test-retest correlations of the same measures collected across different 

ambulatory conditions have index X (between sleeping and sitting), Y (between 

sleeping and standing/walking), or Z (between sitting and standing/walking). All 

cross-measure cross-condition correlations have indices D, E, F, G, H and I, 

respectively. Under the alternative, more restricted, model illustrated in the 

lower panel of Figure 2, the correlations between the 3 measures (RMSSD, pvRSA 

and HF power) are constrained across ambulatory conditions (index A), such that 

correlations with similar numerical extensions are equal (e.g. all A1s are equal). 

In addition, the cross-measure cross-condition correlations are constrained (index 

D), such that correlations with the same numerical extension are equal (e.g. all 

D1s are equal). This resulted in an alternative, restricted model with 21 

constraints, and thus 21 degrees of freedom. 
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   First measurement 

   Sleep Sitting Standing/Walking 

   RMSSD pvRSA HF RMSSD pvRSA HF RMSSD pvRSA HF 

F
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e
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t 

S
le
e
p
 

RMSSD          

pvRSA A1         

HF A2 A3        

S
it
ti
n
g
 RMSSD X1 E1 E2       

pvRSA D1 X2 E3 B1      

HF D2 D3 X3 B2 B3     

S
ta
n
d
in
g
/ 

W
a
lk
in
g
 RMSSD Y1 G1 G2 Z1 I1 I2    

pvRSA F1 Y2 G3 H1 Z2 I3 C1   

HF F2 F3 Y3 H2 H3 Z3 C2 C3  

F
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e
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m
e
n
t 

S
le
e
p
 RMSSD          

pvRSA A1         

HF A2 A3        

S
it
ti
n
g
 RMSSD X1 D1 D2       

pvRSA D1 X2 D3 A1      

HF D2 D3 X3 A2 A3     

S
ta
n
d
in
g
/ 

W
a
lk
in
g
 RMSSD Y1 D1 D2 Z1 D1 D2    

pvRSA D1 Y2 D3 D1 Z2 D3 A1   

HF D2 D3 Y3 D2 D3 Z3 A2 A3  

Figure 2 Testing equality of the correlations of the RSA measures across ambulatory 
conditions. Note: The upper panel shows the Null model in which all 36 correlations are 
estimated freely. The lower panel shows the Alternative model in which correlations with 
the same indices are constrained to be equal. 

 

The third and fourth hypotheses state that the correlation structure is 

independent of mean IBI and RR respectively. These hypotheses were tested on 

the data obtained in the 84 subjects on the first test day. We subdivided this 

sample first into three IBI and next into three RR groups. To do so, mean IBI- and 

RR-scores were calculated for each participant across the three ambulatory 

conditions. Based on these mean scores, we distinguished ‘low’, ‘medium’ and 

‘high’ IBI and RR groups, corresponding to the lowest 33%, the medium 33%, and 

the highest 33% of the sample. To test whether the correlation matrices were 

equal for the low, medium and high groups, multi-group analyses were 

conducted, in which the correlations between the nine measures recorded on 
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Test Day 1 (three measures collected under three ambulatory conditions) were 

first estimated freely in all groups (saturated model), and then constrained to be 

equal across the groups. For instance, in the alternative model for the IBI groups, 

the 36 correlations of the low IBI-group were constrained to be equal to the 36 

correlations of the medium IBI-group, and the 36 correlations of the high IBI-

group, resulting in a restricted model with 72 degrees of freedom. Note that the 

restrictions concerned the correlations and not the covariances, so the variances 

of the measures were allowed to differ across groups.  

 

Fit statistics 

In testing hypotheses 1 to 4, the more restricted models are always nested 

under the saturated model (Bollen, 1989). Normally, the fit of nested models is 

evaluated by means of a likelihood ratio test. This test is constructed by 

subtracting the Χ2-value of the less restrained model with more freely estimated 

parameters, from the Χ2-value of the more restricted model with fewer free 

parameters. The difference in Χ2 (denoted as Χ2
diff) between the two models 

follows a Χ2-distribution with the number of degrees of freedom (df) equaling the 

difference in the number of parameters estimated in the two models. The 

restricted model is considered tenable if its value of the Χ2 goodness of fit 

statistic is not significantly greater than that of the more lenient model, that is, 

if the difference in Χ2 is not significant. However, Browne, MacCallum, Kim, 

Andersen, and Glaser (2002) noted that the Χ2-statistic can be markedly inflated 

if some measures in the model are highly correlated, for example, if highly 

reliable measures are used to measure the same or related characteristics 

several times. In that case, standardized residuals, which are a function of the 

differences between the observed covariance matrix S and the estimated 

covariance matrix Σ, may be (very) small, indicating close fit of the model to the 

observed data, while the Χ2-statistic, and fit indices based on this statistic, 

indicate a poorly fitting model.  

We expected that many of the correlations between the dependent 

measures in this study would be larger than .80. While such high correlations are 

desirable in the sense that they indicate reliable measurement and substantial 

overlap between measures, the consequence may be that the Χ2-statistic of the 

restricted models may assume large values in the presence of trivial misfit. 

Comparing the restricted model to the more lenient model using the usual 

likelihood ratio test, may then result in the rejection of a perfectly acceptable 
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model. In view of the above, we chose to evaluate the fit of the restricted model 

in a different way. If the fit of the restricted model was in itself acceptable, we 

always considered the constraints to be tenable, i.e., the sets of correlations to 

be equal. Although we will report the Χ2-statistic of every tested model to 

conform to common practice, our main indices of fit were the Comparative Fit 

Index (CFI) and the standardized residuals (Bollen & Long, 1993; Schermelleh-

Engel et al., 2003). The CFI is based on the Χ2-statistic, but introduces penalties 

for every additional parameter estimated (i.e., favors more parsimonious 

models), and is relatively unaffected by sample size. The CFI ranges between 0 

and 1.00, with values below .95 indicating poor fit, values between .95 and .97 

indicating acceptable fit, and values between .97 and 1.00 indicating good fit. 

Standardized residuals are standardized differences between the observed 

covariance matrix S and the estimated covariance matrix Σ. Ideally, the 

standardized residuals should lie between –3 and +3, and show a normal 

distribution by approximation (this can be evaluated readily using LISREL’s stem 

leaf plots). In case the CFI is below .95 and/or the standardized residuals are 

outside the acceptable range (-3 and +3), the largest (absolute) standardized 

residual usually indicates the element that is most poorly fitted by the model. To 

trace these sources of local misspecification, we planned to use the Modification 

Indices (MIs) supplied by the Mplus program. MIs are calculated for every fixed 

parameter in the model, and the value of the MIs represents the expected drop 

in overall Χ2 (i.e., improvement in model fit) if the parameter were to be freely 

estimated.  

 

Missingness 

In the comparison across ambulatory conditions, complete data during 

sleep on both days were available for 51 subjects only, due to ECG or ICG signal 

loss during sleep. In the presence of missing data, one can use Full Information 

Maximum Likelihood (FIML) estimation, which uses all available data. However, 

this method of estimation should only be applied if data are missing (completely) 

at random (MAR or MCAR; we refer the reader to Shafer and Graham (2002) for a 

detailed discussion of mechanisms of missingness). The missingness in our data 

was therefore first examined with SPSS missing data analysis. When considered 

across all 18 measures, missingness could be considered completely at random 

(MCAR), as indicated by the non-significance of Little’s MCAR test (Χ2(80) = 

99.83, n.s.). In both Mplus and LISREL, FIML estimation could therefore be used 
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to accommodate missing data so that all available data were used in the model 

estimation. 

 

Results 

Means 

Table 1 presents the untransformed means and standard deviations for 

RMSSD, pvRSA, HF power, IBI, and RR across all ambulatory conditions, and 

separately for each ambulatory condition (i.e., sleep, awake sitting, and awake 

standing/walking). Because the RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power distributions were 

skewed, their natural logarithms were used in all further analyses. Repeated 

measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of ambulatory condition on RMSSD 

(F(2,51) = 31.63, p < .001), pvRSA (F(2,50) = 35.94, p < .001), and HF power 

(F(2,51) = 10.48, p < .001), and post hoc testing showed that all three measures 

decreased significantly from sleep to sitting to standing/walking, all p < .05. 

There were no significant main effects of test day on the means of RMSSD, 

pvRSA, and HF power, or interaction effects between ambulatory condition and 

test day. 

 

Table 1 Means (SD) of RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power separately for the two test days.  

 N RMSSD 
(ms) 

pvRSA 
(ms) 

HF 
(ms2) 

IBI 
(ms) 

RR 
(bpm) 

Full recording       
Test 84 47.60 

(24.06) 
49.82 
(22.08) 

786.22 
(705.55) 

803.99 
(110.44) 

16.70 
(1.10) 

Retest 64 41.71 
(20.85) 

43.95 
(19.87) 

618.68 
(562.17) 

792.80 
(83.65) 

16.63 
(1.35) 

Sleep       
Test 78 65.65 

(33.19) 
60.86 
(31.22) 

1109.05 
(1097.01) 

981.49 
(126.35) 

16.23 
(2.00) 

Retest 57 60.36 
(36.95) 

51.40 
(25.49) 

991.11 
(1163.15) 

970.61 
(107.32) 

16.17 
(2.15) 

Sitting       
Test 84 42.00 

(24.34) 
50.10 
(23.97) 

688.50 
(686.82) 

772.67 
(109.60) 

17.00 
(1.25) 

Retest 64 39.47 
(22.67) 

46.59 
(24.41) 

590.30 
(622.00) 

791.15 
(87.17) 

16.84 
(1.70) 

Standing/Walking       
Test 84 38.04 

(920.52) 
40.35 
(19.44) 

590.63 
(545.34) 

689.31 
(97.25) 

16.87 
(1.01) 

Retest 64 33.43 
(14.73) 

36.77 
(15.64) 

444.61 
(344.60) 

700.33 
(70.57) 

16.72 
(1.25) 
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Short-term reliability 

Within-day correlations between the second and the third hour of sleep, 

and between two periods of sitting activities all exceeded .85 (see Table 2) 

suggesting good to excellent short-term reliability for RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF 

power alike. For comparison, short-term reliability of IBI and RR is also given.  

 

Table 2 Within-day correlations (intraclass correlations) between the second and the 

third hour of sleep, and between two periods of light physical sitting activities. 

 N RMSSD (ms) pvRSA (ms) HF (ms2) IBI (ms) RR (bpm) 

Sleep 150 .88** .86** .89** .92** .93** 

Sitting 155 .86** .85** .87** .84** .64** 

** Correlation is significant at .01 level.  

 

 The intrapair MZ correlations further confirmed good reliability (see Table 

3). For all three measures, MZ correlations were highest during sitting activities 

and lowest during standing/walking. Even at standing/walking, however, the 

lowest MZ correlation for pvRSA suggests that measurement error cannot account 

for more than 18% of the variance ([1 - .58]2). Based on the within-day test-

retest or MZ twin correlations none of the three measures could be favored as 

the “best”, that is, most reliable, RSA measure. 

 

Table 3 Intrapair MZ twin correlations. 

 N RMSSD (ms) pvRSA (ms) HF (ms2) IBI   (ms) RR (bpm) 

Full recording 20 .76** .75** .76** .74** .61** 
Sleep 20 .63** .69** .65** .70** .84** 
Sitting 20 .81** .80** .80** .82** .42* 
Standing/Walking 19 .63** .58** .60** .61** .72** 

* Correlation is significant at .05 level. 
** Correlation is significant at .01 level.  

 

Temporal stability 

Table 4 displays the correlations across the two test days for the three RSA 

measures, IBI and RR. Temporal stability for RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power was 

good when computed across all ambulatory conditions and separately across 

awake sitting activities. Temporal stability was moderate during 

standing/walking, potentially because of the low stability of the respiratory 

frequency during these periods of physical activity. For all measures, recordings 

proved most stable during sleep. As with short-term reliability, none of the three 
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measures seemed to be clearly favored by temporal stability as the best RSA 

measure.  

 

Table 4 Temporal stability for an average period of 3 years and 4 months. 

 N RMSSD (ms) pvRSA (ms) HF (ms2) IBI  (ms) RR (bpm) 

Full recording 64 .71** .58** .76** .58** .74** 
Sleep 52 .73** .72** .81** .65** .91** 
Sitting 64 .70** .68** .80** .66** .69** 
Standing/Walking 64 .44** .44** .57** .61** .37** 

** Correlation is significant at .01 level.  

 

Correlations between RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power 
Table 5 presents the full correlation matrix between the three RSA 

measures in all ambulatory conditions on Test Day 1 (upper left block) and Test 

Day 2 (lower right block) and across test days (lower left block). As can be seen 

in Table 5, many of the correlations between the dependent measures in this 

study were larger than .80, and quite a few exceed .90. This justifies our 

approach of evaluating the fit of the restricted models directly besides 

comparing the fit of the restricted models to the fit of the saturated model. 

 

Effect of test day 
The first hypothesis states that the correlation structure remains stable 

over time, i.e. across the two test days. The fit indices of the alternative model 

representing this hypothesis are shown in Table 6 (Model TD). As expected, the 

difference in Χ2 between the saturated model and the alternative model was 

significant (Χ2
diff(72) = 130.12, p < .001). Yet, both the CFI and the standardized 

residuals indicated that the fit of the alternative model was good. We therefore 

conclude that the correlations can, to reasonable approximation, be considered 

equal across the two test days. 
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Effect of ambulatory conditions 
The second hypothesis states that the correlation structure is stable over 

the three main ambulatory conditions (sleep, awake sitting, awake 

standing/walking). Taken that the effect of test day was negligible, the effect of 

ambulatory condition on the correlations among RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power 

was initially tested on data from the first test day only (Model AMBa in Table 6). 

As expected, the difference in Χ2 between the restricted model and the 

saturated model was significant (Χ2(21) = 95.53, p < .001). However, the CFI was 

only just below the critical value of .95 (CFI=.94), and the standardized residuals 

were clearly within the acceptable range. We repeated the analysis on the data 

from the second test day (Model AMBb). Again, the difference in Χ2 between the 

restricted model and the saturated model was significant (Χ2(21) = 73.35, p < 

.001), but the small standardized residuals and high CFI indicated good fit. Taken 

together, the analyses across the two days suggest invariance of the correlation 

structure of RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power correlations across sleep, sitting, and 

standing/walking activities.  

 

Table 6 The fit indices of all tested models. 

 Χ2diff df CFI Stand. residuals 

Min max 

Test day (TD) 
 TD 130.12 72 .98 -.96 1.65 
Ambulatory condition (AMB) 
Test day 1 AMBa 95.53 21 .94 -1.78 1.53 
Test day 2 AMBb 73.35 21 .95 -1.00 1.63 
Groups 
 IBI 107.54 72 .97 -2.33 2.55 
 RR 136.67 72 .95 -1.92 1.93 

 

Effect of mean IBI 
Next we tested whether the correlations among RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF 

power were equal for subjects, with low (707.09 ± 43.90), medium (795.95 ± 

21.37), or high (922.71 ± 90.52) mean ambulatory IBI. These three groups 

differed significantly in their IBI scores (F(2,81) = 92.77, p < .001). Given that the 

effect of test day was negligible, the effect of group membership on the 

correlations among RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power was tested on the data 

collected on the first test day only. The 36 correlations within each group were 

constrained to be equal for the low, medium, and high IBI-groups, yielding a 

restricted model with 72 degrees of freedom (Model IBI). The fit indices of this 

restricted model are shown in Table 6. Although the difference in Χ2 between the 
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saturated model and the alternative was significant (Χ2
diff(72) = 107.54, p < .001), 

the CFI and the standardized residuals indicated that the fit of the alternative 

model was acceptable. We therefore conclude that the correlations between the 

RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power measures of RSA can be considered approximately 

equal across groups distinguished with respect to their mean ambulatory heart 

rate. 

 
Effect of mean RR 

Finally, we tested whether the correlations among RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF 

power were equal for subjects, with low (15.55 ± .45), medium (16.72 ± .25), or 

high (17.88 ± .68) mean ambulatory RR. These three groups differed significantly 

with respect to their RR scores (F(2,81) = 155.09, p < .001). Again, the effect of 

group membership on the correlations among RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power was 

tested on the data collected on the first test day only as the effect of test day 

had proven negligible. The constraints imposed on the correlation matrices of the 

RR-groups were analogous to those imposed on the matrices of the IBI-groups. 

That is, the 36 correlations within each group were constrained to be equal for 

the low, medium, and high RR-groups, yielding a restricted model with 72 

degrees of freedom (Model RR). The fit indices of this restricted model are shown 

in Table 6. Although the model fitted significantly worse than the saturated 

model (Χ2
diff(72) = 136.67, p < .001), both the CFI and the standardized residuals 

indicated good fit. We therefore conclude that the correlations between the 

RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power measures can be considered approximately equal 

across groups distinguished with respect to their mean ambulatory RR. 

 

Discussion 

Cardiovascular psychophysiology aimed at identifying individuals at risk for 

future cardiovascular disease is increasingly relying on ambulatory monitoring 

under the expectation that this has higher predictive validity for long term 

health outcomes than laboratory measurements (Feldman & Weidenfeld, 2002; 

Goldstein et al., 2006; Grossman, 2004). RSA is a promising measure for large 

scale ambulatory studies because it has been linked, both theoretically and 

empirically, to activity of the parasympathetic nervous system, that, in turn, is 

paramount to the electrical stability of the heart (Ando et al., 2005; Hull, Jr. et 

al., 1990; Levy & Schwartz, 1994; Vanoli et al., 1991).  
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However, RSA can be assessed in many different ways, which clearly differ 

in terms of costs and whether they are cumbersome to the study-participants or 

require labor-intensive data-reduction by the researcher. A full ECG recording 

(e.g. the Holter monitor), for instance, is only mildly cumbersome to the patients 

who need to wear electrodes and a small portable recording device on the hip. 

However, this mode of assessment is labor-intensive to the researcher, who 

needs to perform repeated Fourier analyses to compute HF power on all 

stationary 5-min segments, which often need visual inspection of the 

automatically detected erroneous IBIs. In contrast, computation of the RMSSD 

from the IBI time series obtained from a wristwatch type HR-recording device 

together with a single elastic recording band around the chest (e.g. the Polar 

Sporttester) is much less demanding of both participant and researcher. The 

researcher still needs to visually inspect the automatically detected erroneous 

IBIs, but computation of time domain measures like RMSSD is otherwise 

straightforward. Additional recording of the RR would allow computation 

of pvRSA, but at the cost of adding another layer of work to the data-reduction 

phase, and an additional burden on the participant, by requiring the wearing of 

either additional electrodes or respiratory bands. 

In this study, we tested whether the assessment of between-subject 

differences in RSA was sensitive to the method used, that is, whether ‘high tech’ 

pvRSA or HF power were superior to ‘low tech’ RMSSD. The answer is a 

resounding no. All three RSA measures were highly correlated amongst each 

other and none of them stood out in terms of short-term reliability or temporal 

stability over a period of more than 3 years. The present findings with respect to 

the reliability of ambulatory RSA, either defined as a within-day short-term 

retest coefficient (.85 - .89) or as the intrapair resemblance in genetically 

identical twins (.58 - .81), are in line with previous studies that showed similarly 

high test-retest correlations for the average 24-hr levels of RMSSD (.67 - .89) and 

HF power (.76 - .92) after 3 to 65 days in both healthy individuals and cardiac 

patients (Bigger, Jr. et al., 1992a; Hohnloser et al., 1992; Kleiger et al., 1991; 

Sinnreich et al., 1998; Stein et al., 1995). Likewise, the finding that RMSSD in the 

full recording is temporally stable (.71) across an average period of 3 years and 4 

months, is in agreement with the only previous study that had a prolonged test-

retest interval and reported long-term stability of .79 for the 24-hr RMSSD level 

(Pitzalis et al., 1996). The present results contribute to these previous studies by 

showing similar stability for HF power and pvRSA. In addition, the present study 
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shows that the high intercorrelations of the three RSA measures do not change 

over prolonged periods of time. This suggests that longitudinal studies of RSA 

can, for instance, use pvRSA at the first wave and RMSSD at the second wave.  

In keeping with a large body of literature, the mean values of the three 

RSA measures increased from standing to sitting and from sitting to sleep 

(Grossman et al., 2004; Houtveen et al., 2005; Martinmaki et al., 2006). 

Although temporal stability was good to excellent for sitting and sleep, it was 

only moderate for standing/walking. One possible explanation might be that it is 

more difficult to arrive at a reliable measure of RSA during standing/walking 

because the standing/walking periods are relatively short. The mean duration of 

the sleep periods was 56 min, whereas the mean duration was 26 min for sitting 

activities, and 19 min for standing/walking. However, if averaging RSA measures 

across longer periods would yield higher stability than averages across shorter 

periods then we would expect the temporal stability of the RSA measures to be 

highest during sleep. This is not the pattern that is evident from Table 3, which 

shows that correlations during sleep and sitting are comparably high, even 

though the mean duration of sitting periods was only half the duration of the 

sleeping periods. Duration per se, therefore, does not seem to explain why RSA 

measures recorded during walking/standing are less stable than measures 

obtained in both other conditions. As an alternative explanation, the temporal 

stability of RSA during standing/walking activities may be lower than that of 

sitting and sleep, because respiratory behavior in this condition is much more 

variable. This is directly supported by the lower temporal stability of the 

respiratory frequency during these periods of physical activity. Based on 

extensive ambulatory pvRSA data, Grossman et al. (2004) have shown that 

physical activity needs to be taken into account when interpreting ambulatory 

RSA and our data underscore their warning. 

Independent of ambulatory condition, large differences in mean 

respiratory frequency and heart rate were found. We were concerned that such 

differences might distort the correlations between the three RSA measures, 

because RR and heart rate may both distort their relation to cardiac vagal 

control (Berntson et al., 2005; Grossman et al., 1991; Grossman & Kollai, 1993). 

This concern was greatly mitigated by the data. Differences in mean resting 

heart rate or mean RR did not affect the correlations between the various RSA 

measures; the RSA measures were as highly correlated in a group with a mean 

heart rate of 83 bpm as in a group with a mean heart rate of 65 bpm, and as 
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highly correlated in groups with a mean RR of 15 (range 14-16) versus 18 (range 

17-20) times per minute. This contradicts the idea that one of these RSA 

measures is relatively more sensitive than the others to confounders such as 

individual differences in RR (Grossman, 1992) or in heart rate (Berntson et al., 

2005). 

Taken together our results suggest that, at least in healthy subjects, 

neither pvRSA, nor HF power provides superior measures of RSA compared to 

RMSSD. This favors the RMSSD measure, as the most cost-efficient measure of 

RSA, because it is most easily obtained with the least effort on the part of the 

experimenter, and the lowest burden for the participant. This is particularly true 

in comparison to pvRSA, as this measure necessitates additional recording of the 

ambulatory respiration signal, which in turn requires the wearing of additional 

electrodes or a vest, thereby adding to the discomfort of the subjects. However, 

an obvious advantage of the respiration signal is that it allows a number of 

additional parameters to be computed from ambulatory recordings, including 

respiration depth and frequency (de Geus et al., 1995; de Geus et al., 2005; 

Grossman, 2004; Wilhelm et al., 2003), which are important parameters in 

themselves. Indeed Ritz and Dahme (2006) recently argued that RSA can be used 

as a measure of cardiac vagal control only when taking respiratory behavior into 

account. Likewise, when Fourier or Wavelet analysis are used to obtain HF 

power, heart rate variability at a lower frequency (LF, .07-.14 Hz) can be 

measured, which may potentially index sympathetic nervous system activity 

(Malliani et al., 1991). Furthermore, heart rate variability at very low 

frequencies (VLF, .001-.07) can be measured, which has been associated with an 

increased risk for cardiovascular disease independent of HF power (Hadase et al., 

2004; La Rovere et al., 2003).  

In this study, we used the Wavelet approach to obtain HF power rather 

than Fourier analysis. Although Fourier analysis has been the more common 

approach so far, we preferred the Wavelet approach because, in contrast to 

Fourier analysis, it is not sensitive to violations of the stationarity assumption. 

Such violations are likely to occur across longer ambulatory recording periods. To 

deal with this, many ambulatory studies using Fourier transformation have 

divided the recording into smaller periods of, for example, 5 or 10 min. This 

reduces probability of non-stationarity and leads to a convergence of Fourier and 

Wavelet results (Houtveen & Molenaar, 2001). Cross-method convergence may be 

lower in cases of longer periods as in the current study. Therefore, it remains to 
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be demonstrated whether the correlations of HF power to RMSSD and pvRSA also 

holds when Fourier-based HF estimates are used. Wavelet transformation has the 

additional advantage of allowing precise localization of particular RSA-events in 

time by providing a full time-frequency decomposition of the IBI time series 

(e.g., see Pichot et al., 1999). In the current study, we have not used this 

additional time-frequency information since no comparable information can be 

obtained from RMSSD and pvRSA. 

A limitation of this study that is worth mentioning is that we examined the 

relative behavior of the three ambulatory RSA measures by comparing them to 

each other across time and ambulatory conditions. True validity testing, 

however, would require comparison of each of the RSA measures to some future 

cardiovascular disease endpoint, or to an external validation criterion of cardiac 

vagal control, which would be the most plausible explanation for any 

cardioprotective effects associated with high levels of RSA. Although a number of 

studies have shown predictive validity of RMSSD (Dekker et al., 2000; Nolan et 

al., 1998; Singh et al., 1998; Tsuji et al., 1996) and HF power (Bigger, Jr. et al., 

1993; Singh et al., 1998; Tsuji et al., 1996) for cardiovascular disease, none has 

done so for pvRSA. However in these prospective studies, HF and RMSSD were 

either measured during short periods (Dekker et al., 2000; Singh et al., 1998; 

Tsuji et al., 1996), or when full 24-hr ambulatory recording was used, in patient 

samples (Bigger, Jr. et al., 1993; Nolan et al., 1998). Whether prolonged 

recording of RSA in naturalistic settings has predictive power in the population at 

large, remains to be established. Taken the high correlations among the three 

measures in this study, it is hard to imagine that one of these measures would 

exceed the others in predictive power. 

To test which of these RSA measures is most closely associated with 

individual differences in cardiac vagal control ambulatory recordings could be 

made under partial and full parasympathetic blockade. We do not consider such 

long-term (i.e. 24-hr) pharmacological interventions feasible in a true 

naturalistic setting. However, a number of studies in controlled experimental 

settings have shown that RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power all respond to 

muscarinergic blockade by showing a graded, almost linear, decrease with 

increasing dose (Berntson et al., 1997; Cacioppo et al., 1994a; Martinmaki et al., 

2006; Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology the North American 

Society of Pacing, 1996). Combined, these findings and the high correlations 

among the three measures in a realistic ambulatory setting render it unlikely that 
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one of these measures would exceed the others in detecting individual 

differences in daily cardiac vagal control. In summary, we conclude that 

ambulatory RMSSD, pvRSA, and HF power are highly correlated and that their 

correlation is stable across time, ambulatory conditions, and a wide range of 

resting HR and RR values. Since the different RSA measurement strategies have 

varying specific advantages, for instance, providing additional information on RR 

or on (very) low frequency power, the choice for a specific measure should be 

based on the exact research questions. In large-scale research that focuses 

entirely on individual differences in RSA as correlates or predictors of disease 

risk, RMSSD appears to be the most cost-efficient measure.  


